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For certain classes of Priifer domains A, we study the completion A'~-of A with 
respect o the supremum topo logy3= sup{~lw ~ ~/, where l~ is the family of 
nontrivial valuations on the quotient field which are nonnegative on A and ~ is a 
topology induced by a valuation w ~ IL It is shown that the concepts "SFT Priifer 
domain" and "generalized Dedekind domain" are the same. We show that if E is 
the ring of entire functions, then E ' J  is a Bezout ring which is not a ff:-PriJfer ring, 
and if A is an SFT Priifer domain, then .~.3- is a Priifer ring under a certain 
condition. We also show that under the same conditions as above, ~,9" is a 
ff:-PriJfer ring if and only if the number of independent valuation overrings of A is 
finite. In particular, if A is a Dedekind omain (resp., h-local Priifer domain), then 
3- A' is a J--Priifer ring if and only if A has only finitely many prime ideals (resp., 
maximal ideals). These provide an answer to Mockor's question. © 1999 Academic 
Press 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an integral domain with quotient field K and let 1~ be the 
family of nontrivial valuations on K which are nonnegative on A. A 
valuation w ~ ~ with the value group G W induces a topology Yw on K 
with the sets Uw, ~ = {x ~ K lw(x)  > a},  a ~ Gw + = { fl ~ Gw[ ~ > 0}, as a 
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base of zero neighborhoods in K. It is well known that the completion 
/~,:w of K with respect o the topologyJw is a field and the xtension v~ of 
w on /('~- is a valuation on /~':w [Bo2]. Let R w be the valuation ring of 
w, i.e., R w = {x ~ K Iw(x)  > 0}, and let R"~':* denote the completion of 
R w with respect o the subspace topology induced by ~.  Bourbaki also 
showed that R'~'f" = R~, the valuation ring of if, and G w = Go,, the value 
group of ft. 
In this paper we consider a more general situation. Let 3 -= sup{Jw[ 
w ~ fl}, i.e., J i s  the topology with the set {Uw.,~lw ~ f~, a ~ Gw +} as a 
subbase of zero neighborhoods in K. Let X 9" be the closure of A in / ( '~,  
the completion of K with respect o the J topology.  In view of [Bol, 11.3.4, 
Proposition 8], X ~= ~, i ,  which is the completion of A with respect o 
the subspace topology on A. In [Mo], Mockor studied the ring .4 ' :  for a 
Priifer domain A. He presented some sufficient conditions for .4 ' :  to be a 
Priifer ring, and equivalent conditions for A ' J  to be a ~--Priifer ring (see 
Section 8). However he left it an open question if there exists a Priifer 
domain A such that A , f  is not a ~-Priifer ring or such that A ' :  is a 
Priifer ring but not a ~--Priifer ing. 
The purpose of this paper is to construct examples of Mockor's question 
by studying certain classes of Priifer domains such as h-local Priifer 
domains, the ring of entire functions, and SFT Priifer domains (Sections 5, 
6, and 7). In particular, in dealing with an SFT Priifer domain, we will use 
the following results [KP1, Theorem 15 and Corollary 17] (although it is 
stated for finite-dimensional A, its proof is also valid for the infinite-di- 
mensional case). If A is an SFI" Priifer domain and I is a proper ideal of 
A, then the I-adic completion A' 1 is an SFT Priifer ring and, moreover, if
v~- is a prime ideal, then .4' 1 is an SFT Priifer domain and Spec(,,~' 1) = 
{(0)} to {Q_,ItQ ~ Spec(A)and Q D I}, where ~, i  is the I-adic completion 
of Q. 
Section 2: In the literature there are two important classes of Priifer 
domains: one is the class of SFT Priifer domains introduced by Arnold in 
1972 [Arl] and the other is the class of generalized Dedekind domains 
introduced by Popescu in 1984 [Po]. Each of them has a good book that 
deals with it [Br, FHP]. We show that an integral domain is an SFT Priifer 
domain if and only if it is a generalized Dedekind omain. We believe that 
this result will facilitate the research on SFT Priifer domains or general- 
ized Dedekind omains. So far only a few examples of SFT Priifer domains 
have been given. Facchini's existence theorem [Fa, Theorem 5.3] for 
generalized Dedekind omains thus provides many examples of SFT Priifer 
domains. 
Section 3: Let ~ be the set of all maximal chains of nonzero prime 
ideals of an integral domain A and let C a ~ ~. We introduce the C~ 
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topology and the ~ topology, which is the supremum of the C~ topologies. 
We consider three kinds of topologies on an integral domain A, namely, 
the Y topology, the ideal-adic topology, and the ~ topology. We investi- 
gate the relation between these topologies on an SFT Priifer domain. In a 
particular situation, one topology is more useful than the others in study- 
ing the completion of a Priifer domain. 
In Section 4, we study the completions of a Priifer domain A with 
respect to the 3 topology and the ~ topology, and show that 4 '3= - 
1-I w ~ a0 ~'fw and A '~ ---- YI~ E AA'C% where f}0 is a family of independent 
valuations that are positive on A and whose equivalence classes constitute 
the set of all equivalence classes of 12, and {C,~}~  A is a representing 
family of the independent maximal chains in Spec(A)*. 
In Section 5, we give a short survey on the completion of an h-local 
Priifer domain. 
In Section 6, we show that the ring E of entire functions has the 
completion /~'~, which is a Bezout ring but not a J--Priifer ring. We show 
that for a Priifer domain A, .,~' co ~ l~_e ~ c~'  e. 
Section 7: For C~ ~ ~, we introduce the Jacobson radical J (C~,)  of C a. 
It is shown that .,~' ca is an SFT Priifer domain for an SFT Priifer domain 
A and a maximal chain C~ with nonzero Jacobson radical. In this case, 
Spec(A 'co) = {(0)} U {~00'C~]p0 ~ Spec(A)* and P0 contains some 
P~C,~}.  
If in addition J (C,~) ~ {0} for all C a ~ ~, then .~'~ is a Priifer ring. 
It is well known that for a Noetherian domain A and aa, . . . ,  a n E A ,  
~z~ ' (a l  . . . . .  an) -~ A~.X  1 . . . . .  X , ,~] / (X  1 - a I . . . . .  X, ,  - a,,). We show that it also 
holds for an SFT Priifer domain A. As a corollary we obtain that 
(X1  - a l  . . . . .  Xn  - an)  is a radical ideal of A~X1, . . . ,  X , , ]  and that (X 1 - 
a 1 . . . . .  X~ - a~) is a prime ideal of A~X 1 . . . . .  Xn~ ¢~ ¢(a  1 . . . . .  an) is a 
prime ideal of A * A is analytically irreducible with respect o (a l , . . . ,  a,). 
An interesting result is that for an SFT Priifer domain A, a prime ideal P 
of A, and a 1 . . . . .  a n ~A,  we have A~X 1 . . . . .  Xn~P+(X 1 . . . . .  Xn)/(X 1 - -a l ,  
. . .  ,X  n - a,,)  -- ApeX 1 . . . . .  X , , 'D / (X  1 - aa . . . . .  3(,, - a,,). 
In Section 8, constructing examples, we give answers to Mockor's ques- 
tion. Namely,^we show that (1) the completion ~.9-of an h-local Priifer 
domain is a ~--Priifer ing ¢~ ]Max(A)l < 0% (2) the completion/~,e- of the 
ring E of entire functions is not a 3:-Priifer ring, (3) the completion/) '3 of 
a Dedekind domain is a ff:-Priifer ring ¢~ [Spec(D)[ < 0% and (4) the 
completion A '~of  an SFT Priifer domain with J (C,~) ~ {0} for all maximal 
chains C a is a ~--Priifer ring ¢~ there exist only finitely many indepen- 
dent valuation overrings of A. In the cases (1), (3), and (4), every nonmini- 
mal prime ideal of ~.3- is of the form ff'~, where P is a nonzero prime 
ideal of A. 
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Throughout this paper A will be a Priifer domain with quotient field K 
unless otherwise specified. For undefined terms and notation the reader is 
referred to [Bol, Gi, Mo]. We would like to mention that to make this 
paper self-contained and for the sake of easy reference, we will sometimes 
paraphrase known results. 
2. SFT PRLIFER DOMAINS AND GENERALIZED 
DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
Let A be a commutative ring with identity and let I be an ideal of A. 
The ideal I will be called an SFT ideal (an ideal of strong finite type) 
provided there exist a finitely generated i eal J ___ I and a positive integer 
k such that a k ~ J for each a ~ I. If each ideal of A is an SFT ideal, then 
we say that A is an SFT ring. This concept was introduced by Arnold in 
1972 [Arl]. It plays an important role in dealing with the formal power 
series ring. For example, Arnold has shown [Arl, Ar4] that if A is not an 
SFF ring, then dim A[X~ = co, and if A is a finite-dimensional SFT Priifer 
domain, then dim A[X  1 . . . . .  Xn~ = n dim A + 1. For other results on SFT 
Priifer domains, see [AKP, Ar2, Ar3, Ar5, Br, KP1, KP2, O1]. 
Since in this paper we are primarily concerned with an SFT Priifer 
domain, we list here some properties of an SFT ring. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 JAr1, Proposition 2.2 and 2.5, Corollary 2.7]. LetA  be 
a commutative ring with identity. 
(1) A is an SFT ring if and only if each prime ideal is an SFT ideal. 
(2) An SFT ring A has a Noetherian prime spectrum. In particular, 
each ideal of A has only finitely many minimal prime divisors. 
(3) I f  P is a nonzero SFT prime ideal of an integral domain, then 
p¢p2.  
An integral domain is called a valuation domain if for each nonzero 
element a and b, a divides b or b divides a. An integral domain A is 
called a Priifer domain if for each maximal ideal M of A, A M is a 
valuation domain. 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [Ar2, Proposition 3.1]. For the Priifer domain A to be 
an SFT ring, it is necessary and sufficient that for each nonzero prime Meal P 
of A, there exists a finitely generated i eal I such that p2 c I c P. 
In 1984, 12 years after Arnold had invented the concept "SFT Priifer 
domain," Popescu [Po] introduced the concept of a generalized Dedekind 
domain. He defined a generalized Dedekind omain to be a Prfifer domain 
A on which for every two distinct localizing systems F 1 and F2, AFI ~ AF2. 
Then he obtained the following result. 
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Pgoeosmoy 2.3 [Po, Theorem 2.5]. Let A be a P~fer domain. The 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) A is a generalized Dedekind omain. 
(2) l f  P is a nonzero prime ideal of A,  then P ~ p2 and P is the radical 
of a finitely generated ideal 
Apparently these two concepts were not realized to be the same. We 
prove that they are in fact the same. 
THEOREM 2.4. The concepts "SFT Prftfer domain" and "generalized 
Dedekind omain" are the same. 
Proof. It is clear that every SFT Priifer domain is a generalized 
Dedekind domain (Proposition 2.1(3), 2.2, and 2.3). Conversely let A be a 
generalized Dedekind domain and let P be a nonzero prime ideal of A. 
Then P ~ p2 and P = x/f for some finitely generated ideal L Choose 
a ~ p \p2 .  Put J = (I, a). Then J is finitely generated, P = x/J-, and 
j ~ p2. Since for each maximal ideal M of A, A M is a valuation domain 
and p2 is a P-primary ideal, p2A M c_JA M c_ PA M. Thus p2 _ j  ___ p 
locally and hence globally. Thus these two concepts are the same. | 
So we can use Fontana, Huckaba, Popescu, and Facchini's results on the 
generalized Dedekind omains in dealing with the SFT Priifer domains. In 
particular, using the following existence theorem due to Facchini, we can 
obtain a lot of examples of SFT Prfifer domains with the prime spectrum 
satisfying suitable conditions which we want. 
Recall that a tree is a partially ordered set (X, <) with the property that 
for every x~X the set B x={y~Xly<x} is a chain (i.e., a totally 
ordered set), it is Noetherian if every ascending chain x 1 < x 2 < ... of 
elements of X is stationary. 
THEOREM 2.5 [Fa, Theorem 5.3]. Let X be a partially ordered set. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is a Noetherian tree with a least element. 
(2) There exists a generalized Dedekind domain A whose prime spec- 
trum (Spec A, c_) is order isomorphic to X. 
3. TOPOLOGIES 
Let A be a Priifer domain with quotient field K. There are several kinds 
of topologies which make A a topological ring. The/-adic topology, where 
I is a proper ideal of A, is the topology with the set {Inln = 1,2,.. .} as a 
base of zero neighborhoods in A. The A topology is the topology with the 
ideals aA, a ~ A* (--- A \ {0}), as a base of zero neighborhoods in A. Let 
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12(A) be the family of nontrivial valuations on K which are nonnegative 
on A. A valuation w ~ f~(A) with the value group Gw induces the 
topology Jw on K with the sets Uw, ~ = {x ~ KIw(x)  > a}, a ~ Gw + = 
{ [3 ~ Gwl ~ > 0}, as a base of zero neighborhoods in K. We can give A the 
subspace topology of K. We shall call this topology the ~ topology on A. 
We denote by P(w)  the center of the valuation ring Rw of w on A. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let w ~ 12(A) be a valuation with valuation ring R~. Then 
for each a ~ Gw +, there exists a E A* such that a = w(a), and hence 
Uw, ~ = aP(w)Ae(w).  
Proof Since A is a Priifer domain, R w = Ae(w), and so this is clear. | 
Now let 3 (A)  = sup{~[w ~ fl(A)}, i.e., ~q(A) is the topology on K 
with the set {U~,~lw ~ 12(A), a ~ Gw +} as a subbase of zero neighbor- 
hoods in K. We shall call the subspace topology on A induced by this 
topology the 3 (A)  topology on A. If there is no ambiguity, we will use 12 
and 3-instead of 12(A) and ,Y(A). 
Let Spec(A)* denote the set of all nonzero prime ideals of A. Then 
(Spec(A)*, ___) is a partially ordered set. Let C a be a chain in Spec(A)*. 
We define the C a topology to be the topology on A with the ideals pn, 
P ~ C~, n = 1, 2 . . . . .  as a base of zero neighborhoods in A. 
We want to compare these topologies with each other. 
Recall that an integral domain A is said to be h-local if every nonzero 
element of A is contained in only finitely many maximal ideals and if 
every nonzero prime ideal of A is contained in only one maximal ideal. 
Using Lemma 3.1, we give an easy proof that the ~9 r topology and the A 
topology are the same in an h-local Priifer domain A. 
LEMMA 3.2 [Mo, Lemma 13]. Let A be an h-local Priifer domain. Then 
the J topology on A is the same as the A topology. 
Proof. Let w i ~ 12 and ot i ~ Gw+. Then there exists a i E A* such that 
Uwl ,~, = aiP(wi)Ap(w~ ). Now Uwl,~l ¢q "'" A Uw . . . .  fq A = aaP(Wl)Ae(~l ) 
N ... N anP(wn)Ae(w, ) N A D a I ... a~A. Conversely, let a ~ A*. Then 
since A is h-local, there exists only a finite number of maximal ideals 
M1,. . . ,  M~ of A such that a ~ M i. Let wg be the valuation corresponding 
to the valuation domain AM,, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Then aA = f~M ~ M~x(~) aAu 
~--- Nn=l(aZMi NA)  ~ N~= I(aMiAM, N A)  = Uw,,wl(a) I"1 ... f"l Uwn, w~(a) AA .  
I 
Let P be a prime ideal of A. We denote by ht P the height of P, i.e., 
the supremum of the length of chains of prime ideals contained in P. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A be a Priifer domain such that no minimal prime ideal 
is idempotent if there is any. Then the J -  topology on A is the same as the 
topology. 
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Proof. Let w i ~ I I  and a i E Gw+. Then there exists a i ~ A* such that 
Uw, ~, = aiP(wi)Ae(w,}, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. If a i ~ P(w,),  then aiP(wi)Ap(w, ) = 
P(~vi)Ap(ww Assume that ai ~ P(wi). Then ~ = QiAp(w~) for some 
nonzero prime ideal Qi contained in P(wi). If ht Qi > 1, then choose a 
nonzero prime ideal Q'i properly contained in ~i. Then by [Gi, Theorem 
(17.1)(5)], there exists k i ~ ~ such that Q'i 'Ae~w ~ c- aiAerw ~. Hence 
a'iki+lAp(wi) C_.C__ aiP(wi)Ae(wi ). If ht Qi = 1, then Qi ~: ~2. By [Gi,'~neorem 
(17.3)], there exists k i ~ [~ such that k~ Qi Ae(w0 ~ aiAe(wo. Hence 
k,+l c P Qi Aerw~ a i (wi)Apc w Thus m either case, there exist Qi E ~.-  . 0" 
Spec(A) contained in P(w i) and k i ~ N such that U,h ,,~ O -.. n U~, ~, 
N A _z Q1 k, n --. n Q~-. Conversely, suppose Qi ~ Since(A)*, k i ~ 'N. 
Choose a ~ Qf~ n ... G Q~, \ {0}. Let w i be the valuation corresponding 
to AQ/  Then Q~ n ..- n Qn k. = Qka~AQ~ n ... n Q~,AQ n A D_ aQ1AQ1 
n ... n aQnAQ, AA = Uw~,~l(a) n ... n Uw,.w,(a) AA .  i~ 
Let E be the ring of entire functions. It is well known that E is a 
Bezout domain, i.e., every finitely generated ideal of E is principal. 
Henriksen [He] has shown that if M is a maximal fixed ideal, then M is 
principal and ht M = 1 and if M is a maximal free ideal, then ht M = o:. 
In fact, if P is an any prime free ideal of E, then ht P = oo. Thus since E 
satisfies the conditions in Lemma 3.3, the J topo logy  on E is the same as 
the go topology. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let A be an SFT  Pritfer domain. Then the 3-topology on A ,  
the A topology, and the go topology coincide. 
Proof. Let wi ~ 1~ and a e ~ Gw+. Then there exists a i ~ A* such that 
Uw = aiP(wi)Ae(w3. Thus Uw~ ,,~, N " .  N Uw. ,~. N A = alP(Wl)Ae(wD 
~£.".~ N a,,P(w,,)A e(w. ) N A D aj • a,,A. Now let a ~ A*. Since A is an 
SFT Priifer domain, by Proposition 2.1(2), (a) has onlj__finitely many 
minimal prime divisors, say, Pa,--., P,. Thus we have ~/(a) = P1 O ... n 
P, = P1 "'" P.. By Proposition 2.2, there exists k ~ ~ such that (a )_  
(Pa "'" Pn )k = P~ N "" n P f .  Finally, given Pi ~ Spec(A)* and k i E ~, 
choose a ~ P1 k' N "- N Pn ~" \ {0}. Let w i be the valuation corresponding 
to  APi. Then P1 kl n "'" n Pf" = eklApl N "'" n Pnk°Ap. n A D_ aP1APx 
n ... naP ,  A~, O A = U~,w~(~) O ... n Uw,,w,(a) n A.  Thus these three 
topologies coincide, l 
4. COMPLETIONS 
Let X be a topological ring. X is said to be complete if every Cauchy 
filter converges. For details, see [Bol]. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. A completion of X is a pair ()E, f), where X is a 
Hausdorff complete topological ring and f: X ~ X is a continuous homo- 
morphism satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) Ker f = ~0]-, the closure of {0} in X. 
(b) The quotient topology of f (X )  coincides with the topology 
induced by X. 
(c) f (X )  is dense in X. 
It is well known that a completion exists and is unique in the following 
sense. Let (X, f )  and (~ g) be two completions of X. Then there is a 
unique isomorphism ~o: X ~ 12 which is also a homeomorphism uch that 
q~ o f =g  [Bol]. Henceforth, we shall say that X is the completion of X 
and f is the canonical mapping of X into its completion. 
Now we wish to consider the completions of a Priifer domain A with 
respect o the topologies defined in Section 3. 
Recall that for v ,w~12,  v and w (or R v and R w) are said to be 
independent if there exists no nontrivial valuation overring containing both 
Rv and R w. Otherwise, v and w are said to be dependent. We say that a 
subset D' of 1~ is independent if every two elements of ~ '  are indepen- 
dent. We have the following approximation theorem for independent 
valuations. To make this paper self-contained, we state and prove the 
following well-known result. 
PROPOSITION 4.2 [Gr, Proposition 24]. Let  A be a Prfifer domain.  Let  
w l ,w2, . . . ,w  n ~ ~ be independent valuations with the value groups 
Gwl, Gw2 . . . .  , Gwn, respectivelY. Given E1 ~ G+I . . . .  , fin ~ G+, and t I . . . . .  tn 
A ,  there exists t ~ A such that wi(t - t i) = fli, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. 
Proof. Let / /=  {x ~ Alw i (x )  > fli}. Then I i is a nonzero proper ideal 
of A such that I; = l jAp(w, ) n A .  Since Ae(w, ) is a valuation domain, 
~ =  QiAe(w,) for some nonzero prime ideal Qi contained in 
P(wi) .  So ~/= ]/ I iAp(wi ) NA = ~ (~h =a i .  Since w 1 . . . . .  w, 
are independent, I1,... ,  I~ are relatively prime. Suppose not. Then there 
exist i ~ j and a maximal ideal M of A such that /,. + / j  _ M. It follows 
that ~/  + ~ _ M, i.e., Qi + Qj c M.  Since A is a Priifer domain, Qi 
and Qj are comparable. Assume that Q~ _ Qj. Then AQ, is a nontrivial 
valuation overring containing both Ae(w, ) and Ap(~), a contradiction. 
Applying the Chinese remainder theorem, we can find y ~ A such that 
y - t i ~ Ii, i.e., wi(y  - t i) > ~i, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Since /3 i ~ Gw+ and R~ = 
Amw~), there exist x i ~ A such that wi(x  i) = ~i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Applying 
the Chinese remainder theorem again, we can find d ~ A such that 
d - x i ~ I i, i.e., wi(d - x i) > fli, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Note that wi(d)  = wi (x  i + 
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(d - xi)) = ~i, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Put t = d +y  ~A.  Then wi(t - t i) = wi(d 
+ (Y - ti)) = fli, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. 1 
Define an equivalence relation ~ on the family 12 by v ~ w if and 
only if v and w are dependent. Let ~0 be a family of representatives of 
the equivalence classes. 
LEMMA 4.3. 3"= sup{~,~lw ~ 12} = sup{Y~lw ~ 1~0}. 
Proof Let w ~ ~ and a ~ G~ +. Then by Lemma 3.1, there exists 
a ~ A* such that U~, ~ = aP(w)Ae(~). Let v ~ fl 0 be the valuation that is 
dependent on w. Then there exists a nonzero prime ideal Q such that AQ 
is a valuation overring containing both Ae(v) and Ae(w). So we have 
Uw, ~ = aP(w)Ae(~)  ~ aQAe(w) = aQA O = aQAe(~) D abAe(~) 
abP(v)Ae(~) = Uv, v(~b ) for any element b ~ Q\{0}. 1 
Let w be a valuation on the field K. Then by Lemma 4.3, the 3(Rw)- 
topology on K is the same as the ~-topology on K. Bourbaki considered 
the completion /('~-~ of K with respect o the topology J~. Since we will 
often use results in Bourbaki, we include some of them here for easy 
reference. 
Let G~ be the value group of w. Define on the set G" = G~ u {oo} a 
topology by setting X (= the closure of X) = X U {o~} for every nonempty 
subset X of G~, and O = O. Then clearly w: K ~ G" is continuous and it 
induces the continuous extension if: / ( '~  ~ G' .  
THEOREM 4.4 [Bo2, VI.5.3, Proposition 5]. Let K be a field and let w be 
a valuation on K. Then we have the following statements. 
(1) g,~r is a topological field. 
(2) The continuous extension ~ of w to g'~" is a valuation and 
= a . .  
(3) The topology on I( 'J- is the topology with the set {U~, ~la ~ G + } as 
a base of zero neighborhoods in I( '9"~. 
U~, ~ = ~w,~, the closure of Uw, ~ in I( '~. 
R~ = -~ '~ the completion of R ,  with respect o the ~ topology 
(4) 
(5) 
on R w. 
(6) / ( '~  
COROLLARY 
= RwR~\(O I. 
4.5. Spec(R'~ ' W) = {0'fw[Q ~ Spec(Rw)}, where 0 '~  is 
the completion of Q with respect to the subspace topology induced by Rw. 
Proof. Let Q ~ Spec(Rw)*. We give Q the subspace topology and give 
Rw/Q the quotient topology induced by R~. Then since these are linear 
topologies, by [Ma, Theorem 8.1], 0 --* 0 '3"- ~ R'~'~" ~ ~ is exact, so 
that R"~':r~/0'~w ~ ~ naturally. Since R~ is a valuation domain, by 
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Lemmas 3.2 and 4.3, J--topology on R w =R- topo logy  on R w = R w- 
topology. Since Q ~ (0), Q is open in Rw, and then R~/Q has the discrete 
topology, so that Rw/-"--Q = Rw/Q.  Thus we have Rw':~/O. ':w ~, Rw/Q.  
Since the embedding is clearly onto, R"~':~/O_. ':'w = Rw/Q.  Thus Q': -  is a 
prime ideal of ~"~,yw such that Q' : -  ¢q R w = Q for each Q ~ Spec(Rw)*. 
From Theorem 4.4(2) and [Gi, Corollary (17.9)], the conclusion follows: 
Let Q0 ~ Spec(R'-~) =~ ff(g"~ \ Q0) = W(Rw \ Q) = ~(R'~ \ Q.) for some 
Q ~ Spec(Rw) ~ Q0 = Q. | 
We denote by (A,3-) and (A ,~)  the topological space A with the 
topologies J and 4 ,  respectively. Let us denote by A ' :  and ~,:w the 
completions of (A,g-) and (A ,~) ,  respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. A':--= YIw~oA':w. 
Proof Since ,~,:w is a Hausdorff complete topological ring, by [Bol, 
11.3.5, Proposition 10], so is the product space Flw ~ a0 A~'s'w. Let fw: (A , Jw)  
---) A ' : -  be the canonical mapping. Then by Lemma 4.3, the mapping 
f= FIw~a0f~: (A , J )  ---> l-lw~a0,4 ':'~ defined bya~.  l- lw~,ofw(a) is a 
continuous homomorphism and obviously the ,.unaitions (a) and (b) in 
Definition 4.1 are satisfied. Now we claim that f (A )  is dense in 
~rw l-lw~a0A' . Since (A ,Y  w) and (A ,g )  are Hausdorff, we may identify 
(A,~w) with fw(A), and (A , J )  with f (A) .  Let V be an open neighbor- 
J~ hood in Flw ~ a0 A' . Since by [Bol, 111.3.4, Proposition 7], the topology on 
_4':~ is the topology with the sets Uw, ~ n A ( = the closure of Uw, ~ n A in 
A':~), a ~ G~ +, as a base of zero neighborhoods in A':- ,  there exist 
Flw~aoYw ~ V and Uw~,~  . . . . .  Uw,~, w i E ~"~0, Oti ~ Gw +, such that 
Flw ~ a0(Yw + Vw) --- V, where V w = A '~'~ for w #: w i and Vw, = Uw, ~, n A 
for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Note that Flw ~ no(Yw + Vw) is open in Flw ~ 'a0A':w. 
Since (A,~rw) is a subspace of (K ,~) ,  the closure X of A in /~':- is 
~ Jw complete by [Bol, 11.3.4, Proposition 8]. Thus A' ~ .4 c /~,  . Let U w 
be the closure of U w ~ in /~':-. Then Uw ~ A A = ~ A ,4 '~ = U~ ~ 
A' by Theorem 4.41 Since (A,Jw,) is dense in ,4' ,,'there exists xi'~ A 
such that x i ~ Yw, + U~ ¢3 A,:~,, i.e., "~i(xi -Yw,)  > ai, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n. 
W i, ot i
Since w~,... ,  w, are independent, by Proposition 4.2, there exists~ a ~ A 
such that wi(a  --x i) > Oti, ~i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Then, wi(a  -- Ywi ) = w i (a  -- x i -F 
xi -Yw,)  --- min(wi(a -x i ) ,  wi(xi -Yw))  > oti, i.e., a ~ Yw, + U~ , i = 
W i) O l i^  
1, 2 . . . . .  n. Thus V contains an element a of A. Therefore, Flw ~ a0 A'9"w is 
a completion of (A,.~), i.e., Flw~ao,4 ':~ -~.4'~ | 
As we can see in the proof of Proposition 4.2, for a Priifer domain A, v 
and w being dependent is equivalent to P(v)  n P(w)  containing a nonzero 
prime ideal of A. We define an equivalence relation ~ on the set 
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Spec(A)* by 
P1 ~ Pz if and only if P1 (~ Pz contains a nonzero prime ideal of A. 
Let ~ be the set of maximal chains of Spec(A)*. The relation ~ on 
defined by 
C a ~ C a if and only if P1 ~ P2 for some P1 ~ C, and P2 ~ C~ 
is also an equivalence relation. In fact, 
C a ~ C a if and only if P1 ~ Pz for all P1 ~ Ca and all Pz ~ Ct~. 
Let {C--~J~ A be the set of all equivalence classes of ~. We denote by 
(A, W) and (A, C~,) the topological space A with the topologies induced by 
and Ca, respectively. Let us denote by A' ~ and A'C- the completions of 
(A, ~)  and (A, C,,), respectively. Then a similar proof to that of Proposi- 
tion 4.6 implies the following result. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. A'~ -- I-I~AA'C% where {C~}~ A bs a collection of 
representatives of the equivalence lasses of ~'. 
Proof. Since A ~'c" is a Hausdorff complete topological ring, by 
[Bol, II.3.5, Pro~position 10], so is the product space I]~eA ~'c~. Let 
f~: (A ,C~)~A 'c~ be the canonical mapping. Then the mapping 
f= I - I~Af~: (A ,W)  ~ I-I~A~zl 'c~ defined by a ~ I-laEAf~(a) is a 
continuous homomorphism.  Clearly, Ker f = f3,,~ A Ker f ,  = 
e n  __  n __  fie ~ c ~ ~ A. ~ ~ ~ -- fie ~ Sp~c(A)*. ~ ~ N P -- ~}-, the closure of {0} in 
(A, W~.' We claim that the quotient opology of f (A )  coincides with the 
subspace topology induced by the product space I7~ ~ A ~{' Co. Let P1, . . . , Pn 
Spec(A)*, k I . . . .  , k~ ~ M. Then there xists a i ~ A such that P /~ P,: 
for some P[ ~ C~, i.e., Pi N P; contains a nonzero prime ideal of A. This 
implies that Pi contains some Qi ~ Ca, since Ca, is a maximal chain i
Spec(A)*. Thus Qf~ (~... n Q~, c Pa k~ n . . .  (~ pk,. Since Qf~ (~... N Q~, 
is obviously contained in the inverse image under f of the topology of the 
product space [I~ ~ A ~'c", our claim has been verified. Now by Definition 
4.1, it remains to show that f (A )  is dense in F I~  A~{ 'co. Let V be an open 
neighborhood in 1-[~ ~ A ~'c~. Since by [Bol, III.3.4, Proposition 7], the sets 
f,~(pk) (= the closure of f,,(P'~) in ~,c~), p ~ Ca ' k ~ t~, is a base of 
zero neighborhoods in A ~c", there exist l - l~Ay  . ~ V and Pa ~ 
C~ . . . .  , P, ~ Ca., k 1 . . . .  , k,  ~ ~ such that Yl~ ~ A(Y, + V~) ~ V, where 
V~,=A 'c" for a 4= a i, V,~, = fr~,(Pi-~' ) for i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  Since f~(A) is 
dense in 2{ 'c-, there exist x~,.. . ,  x n ~ h such that f~(xi) ~ Y,~, + f~,(Pik'). 
Since C~e. . . ,  Ca. are independent, P~,. . . ,  P, are independent. Let w~ be 
the valuation corresponding to Ap.  Then w I . . . . .  w~ are independent, and 
so by Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 3.1, there exists a ~A such that 
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a - x s ~ p/k,, i = 1, 2 . . . . . n. Therefore, f~,(a) - Y~i = (f~,(a) - f~i(xi)) + 
( f~(x  i) - y~ ) ~ f~ (Pig'), i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Thus V contains an element f (a )  
of )~(A). Therefore~,'/(A ") is dense in l-[~ s A~'I c~, and so 3 ' f  --- I]~ ~ AA ~'c~. 
! 
Remark 4.8. For each w ~ ~0, let C w be a maximal chain in Spec(A)* 
containing P(w).  Then {C---~}~ ~ ~ ao is the set of all equivalence classes of ~. 
Therefore, A'~ -- I lw~a0.4 'c~ 
Recall that a Priifer ring (resp., Bezout ring) is a ring in which every 
finitely generated regular ideal is invertible (resp., principal). By [Hu, 
Theorem 6.2], R is a Priifer ring if and only if (R[MI,[M]REM l) is a 
valuation pair for each regular maximal ideal M of R. 
Later it will turn out that A'C° is a Priifer domain, a valuation domain, 
or a Bezout domain in several important cases. This together with Proposi- 
tions 4.6 and 4.7 naturally leads us to consider the direct product of Priifer 
domains and Bezout domains. We show that the direct product of Priifer 
domains (resp., Bezout domains) is a Priifer ring (resp., Bezout ring). 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let B = I-I,~B~. I f  B~ is a Priifer domain (resp., 
Bezout domain) for each a, then B is a Priifer ring (resp., Bezout ring). 
Proof Note that the total quotient ring T(B)  of B is isomorphic to the 
direct product of the quotient fields K~ of B~. Let I = (a I . . . . .  a n) be a 
regular ideal of FI,~B~. Write a 1 = I-I~a 1 . . . . . . .  a n = l-I~an. ~. Since I is 
regular, I contains a regular element. So we may assume that a 1 is regular. 
It follows that ix, ~ 4= 0 for all a. For each a, consider the nonzero finitely 
generated ideal (al, ~, . . . ,  an, ~) of B~. Since B~ is a Priifer domain (resp., 
Bezout domain), it is invertible (resp., principal). Therefore, there exist 
n Xl ,~, . . . ,xn ,  ~ K~ such that F,i=la~,~xs,~ = 1 and a~,~xj,~ ~ B~ for all 
i , j - -  1,2 . . . . .  n (resp., there exists a,~ ~ B~ such that (a~,~,. . . ,an.  ~) = 
(%)). Let x a = I-I~xa.~,..., x n = 1-[~x,,~ ~ I-[~K~ = T(B)  (resp., let a 
= 1-[~%). Then En,= laixi = 1 and aix j ~ FI~B~ for all i , j  = 1,2, . . . ,  n. 
Thus I is invertible (resp., I = (a), i.e., I is principal). Therefore, B is a 
Priifer ring (resp., Bezout ring). | 
5. A~ "~, A AN h-LOCAL PR'0FER DOMAIN 
Let A be an h-local Priifer domain. Denote by A' A the completion of A 
in the A-topology and ~MM' A,~ the completion of A M in the AM-topology, 
~ ,  A M M ~ Max(A). Although it is already known that .,i, A --_ I-IM ~ Max(A)AM 
and that he 3topo logy  on A is the same as the A topology [M, Mo], for 
the sake of completeness, we present its proof. 
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THEOREM 5.1. 
(1) 
e(w); 
(2) 
Proof. 
Let A be an h-local Pritfer domain. Then 
/~,:w = AM'~o, AMo, where M o is the maximal ideal of A containing 
A':- is a Bezout ring. 
(1) As in Lemma 3.2, we can show that (A ,~)  is a subspace of 
AMo with the AMo-topology. If we show that A is dense in AM~o 'AMo, then 
A'~, -~ AMo 'AMo. In fact, it suffices to show that A is dense in AMo. Given 
~ AMo, a ~ A, s ~ A \ Mo, and bAMo, where b ~ A*, we must show that 
there exists c~A such that c~ ~ +bAMo. If a=0,  we may choose 
c = 0. So we may assume that a ~ 0. Let 120 = {v ~ Olv is the valuation 
corresponding to A M, M ~ Max(A)}. Since A is h-local, 120 is a repre- 
senting family of the independent valuations of 12. Since every nonzero 
element of A is contained in only a finite number of maximal ideals, the 
set {v ~ f~01v(a) < 0} is finite. Let w 0 be the valuation corresponding to 
AMo. By Proposition 4.2, there exists t ~A such that Wo(t)= wo(b), 
v(t) = 0 for each v ~ lq 0 such that v(~) < 0. Consider the finitely gener- 
ated fractional ideal (~t, ~) of A. Since A is a Priifer domain, it has the 
inverse J. Let v ~ 120. If v(~) > 0, then v(~) < 0 so that v(t) = 0. This 
implies that v(~t) = v(~-) < 0. Therefore, v(J) > O, i.e., v(x) >__ 0 for all 
x ~ J. Thus J _C_ NM ~ Max(A) AM = A. Now from (~t, ~)J = A, it follows 
that for some ca, c 2 ~ J, we have atcl "]- Sc  2 = 1, i.e., c 2 a _ (~)Ztcl, 
SO that Wo(C2 - a) = 2w0(a) + Wo(t ) + Wo(q ) >__ Wo(t ) ---- w0(b), i.e., 
c 2 - ~ ~ bAMo. 
(2) By Proposition 4.6, ~,s~__ [ iw~a0~, :  ~ and by (1), A'J~-= 
AM o, AMo, where M0 is the maximal ideal containing P(w). Let w o be the 
valuation corresponding to Amo. Since every valuation domain is an 
h-local Priifer domain, by Lemmas 3.2 and 4.3, AM"~o 'Au° ~ Am-~o 'J~o By 
Theorem 4.4(5), AM'~o 'x~o is a valuation domain. Therefore, applying Propo- 
sition 4.9, we conclude that ~,i '~r is a Bezout ring. | 
6. /~':, E THE RING OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
Let A be a Priifer domain and let C~ be a maximal chain in Spec(A)*. 
Then the C a topology is the linear topology defined by {PnlP ~ C a, 
n ~ N}. Therefore, by [Ma, p. 55], the inverse limit l~_pec,,^n~NA/P ~ is
the completion of (A, C~). For each P ~ C~, we denote by A 'e the P-adic 
completion of A, i.e., _d'P ~ l~m_n~A/P n.We show that 
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LEMMA 6.1. ~,co = l~__eEc~,e. 
Proof Since for each Q __. P in C,,, there exists a natural map from 
A/Q n to AlP  n, n ~ N, there exists a natural map fea: -~'o ._.~,v. 
Therefore, we can construct the inverse system (A' P, fea). Since A' P is a 
Hausdorff complete topological ring, by [Bol, II.3.5, Corollary to Proposi- 
tion 10], so is l~_e~c j  'v. For each P ~ C,, let fe: A ~.4'P be the 
natural map. Then fv is the canonical mapping of A into its P-adic 
completion A'P and fro o fQ = fp whenever Q c P. Then the mapping 
f=  l-le~c, fv: (A,C~) ~ l~_e~c ~'e (c  Flv~c ~'e) defined by a 
Iqv~ cofe(a) is a well-defined "continuous h(~momorphism, Ker f  = 
fqe~c Kerfv = f'le~co, n~NP" = ~'-0-~, the closure of {0} in (A,C,) ,  and 
obviously the C~ topology on A is the inverse image under f of the 
topology of F~e~c~ 'P. Let 1re: l~_e~c j  "v ---) A'P be the natural pro- 
jection. Then ~r e o f = fp. By [Bol, 1.4.4, Corollary to Proposition 9], f (A )  
(= the closure of f (A)  in l~m__e~c ,e) = ljme~ c A)) 
denotes the closure of 7re(f(A)) in ~ ~,e) = ~p~cfe-- - ( - -~= l~_e~c ~,P. 
Thus f (A)  is dense in l~__e~cA "e. Therefore, A,c. =_ F~__e~c~,e. "| 
LEMMA 6.2. Let P be a nonzero prime ideal of A. Then _4'P= 
np G M ~ Max(A)~MM ' PAM, where "~MM' PAM is the eAM-adic ompletion of A m. 
Proof. Since PnA~ = PnAM [Gi, Theorem (17.6)(b)] and PnAM O A = 
pn, n ~ ~, we obtain the natural embeddings A' e ~ "~MM' 1"AM ~ "~ee" PA~ 
for all M ~ Max(A) containing P, so that the intersection 
np _~ g ~ Uax(X)~M' eA~ is meaningful. Let R = A/PL  Then by [Hu, Theo- 
rem 6.1], R = AN ~ U~x(r) R(N), where R(N ) = {~ ~ T(R) I a, b ~ R, b 
N, and b is regular}. Since Max(R)= {M/P ' IM ~ Max(A) such that 
M ___ P} and Z(R) (= the set of zero divisors of R) = p/pn,  
A lP  n = R = ('] R(N) = n R(M/P") 
N~ Max(R) Pc M~ Max(A) 
= (~ RM/e"  = n AM/pnAM • 
Pc_M~ Max(A) P_cM~ Max(A) 
Therefore, 
[ 
l~__n~A/Pn C - I I  A~ Pn = I I  ( ["] AM~PriAM] 
nEN n~N \ PcM~Max(A) ] 
= n (HAM/pnAM)  • 
Pc_M~Max(A) n~l  
Let x ~A'"M 'PAM for all M ~ Max(A) containing P. Then x 
np _c M ~ Max(A)(l-In ~ N A M / pnA M ) = l-In ~ • A~ Pn. Consider the following 
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commutative diagram: 
l~  AM/PnAM ~ I I  AM/ /pnAM 
n~lN nEN 
? T 
A/e  n l- l  A /e  
n~N n~N 
Since ( I~ , ,~AM/P"AM)  N ( I - In~A/P  n) = I~__,~NA/P", x 
Let C a be a maximal chain in Spec(A)*. Let Max(C a) denote the set 
{M ~ Max(A) IM contains some P ~ C,,} and J(C a) = F1M~Max(co) M. 
We call J(C,) the Jacobson radical of C a. 
LEMMA 6.3. ~,C, = OM~Max(c~)A-'~IC .M, where Ca, M = {PAMIP ~ C a 
and P c_ M} (which is a chain in Spec(AM)*). 
Proof. If C,~ has minimal element P, then the Ca topology on A is the 
same as the P-adic topology and the C~, M topology on A M is the same as 
the PAM-adic topology. Therefore in this case Lemma 6.3 is just Lemma 
6.2. Assume that C~ has no minimal element. Let M1, M 2 ~ Max(Ca). 
Then there exists P0 ~ Ca such that P0 --- M1 N M 2. Let w i (resp., v) be 
the valuation corresponding to AMi (resp., Ae0), i = 1, 2. Since AM~ is a 
valuation domain and ht(PAM,) = oo for all PAM, ~ Spec(AM,)*, AM"~, 'c°'~'~ 
"~.,S~(A~) by Lemma 3.3• In view of Lemma 4.3, it is equal to ~M, 's%. Mi 
Since by Theorem 4.4,/~,s% is the quotient field of A'~M, '~w~ and by Lemma 
3.3, ~,3;, =/~,~,  AM'-~,C,.M~ and AM-'--~ 'c~,~ have the same quotient field 
"~,  C~, M / ( '~.  Thus, the intersection f'lM ~ M~x(C~)~M is meaningful. Note that 
-- ' ( FI , ). 
Let x ~ fqM~M,x(c~)A--~ 'c~'~. Choose M 0 ~ Max(Ca). Since x ~ AMo 'c~'~o, 
we can write x=F le~cXe~ I~e~CAMo'eA~°. For each P~C~,  
eAM for all M ~ Max(Ca).  In part icular,  x e Xp cA  M' 
~ PA M ...~_ A ,  P ~pc_M~Max(c,)AM' by Lemma 6.2. Thus x ~ l-lpecZi 'e. Let M 
be the maximal ideal contained in Ca, i.e., {M} = C a n M~(Ca).  Con- 
sider the following commutative diagram: 
P ~ C,~ P~ Ca 
A, 1-I A 
P~ C~, P~ C~ 
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Since (l~_e~ c~'PAM) N (F IpEcd  '~) = l~e  E .~,e c~ , x= l le~cXe 
~ e ~ c~'  e L A' co by Lemma 6.1. | 
THEOREM 6.4. Let E be the ring of entire functions and let C`, be a 
maximal chain in Spec(E)*. Then 
(1) /~,G _ ~'~u,~o, where {M~} = Max(C~) and v`, is the valuation 
corresponding to EMo, and 
(2) 1~ 'J" is a Bezout ring. 
Proof. (1) ff,c, _~ l~_j,~cff, P by Lemma 6.1. Since every nonzero 
prime ideal of E is contained in a unique maximal ideal [He, Theorem 6], 
Max(C,,) has only one element = M~ so that by Lemmas 6.2 and 6.1, 
Y~__pecy 'P= I~__pecEMC 'PEM~ -~ E'~M~ 'Ca'M~, which is isomorphic to 
E'~M~ '  by Lemmas 3.3 and 4.3. 
(2) By Lemma 3.3, Proposition 4.7, and part (1), /~,3=/~,~___ 
I ]~  A/~ 'c° = 1-I~ ~ aE'~M~ ' o. Since by Theorem 4.4, each ~ '~ is a valua- 
tion domain, Proposition 4.9 implies that /~,3- is a Bezout ring. (Note that 
IAI = [Max(E)l.) | 
7. _,4'J, A AN SFT PRUFER DOMAIN 
Let A be an SFT Priifer domain and let C,, be a maximal chain in 
Spec(A)*. Since Oe~G,n~P n= {0}, the topological ring (A,C~) is 
Hausdorff, and so we may assume that A G A' G. For each subring B (not 
necessarily with identity) of A, let us denote by B' co the closure of B in 
A,G. In fact, by [Bol, 11.3.4, Proposition 8], ~.co can be regarded as the 
completion /~,G of B with respect o the subspace topology induced by 
(A, C`,). Henceforth we will use similor notation for other topologies. 
Although [KP1, Corollary 17] is stated for the finite-dimensional c se, its 
proof is also valid for the infinite-dimensional c se. Thus every nonzero 
prime ideal of A' e is of the form Q' e for some prime ideal Q of A such 
that Q ___ P. This result is crucial in proving the next result. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let N be a prime ideal of A 'G such that N n A ~ (0). Then 
.d'u c~ is a valuation domain. 
Proof. l_~t Po = N n A. Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, there exists 
a finitely generated i eal J of A such that p2 ___ j ___ P0 (Proposition 2.2). 
We claim that P0 contains some P ~ C~. Note that J ( l~_xe~c~ "P) 
__. l~_e~ cJ.4 'e for any ideal J of A, where JA 'e means fp( J )A 'P, fe the 
canonical mapping of A into the P-adic completion A' e. Since J is finitely 
generated, J is invertible. Let J -  1 be its inverse. Choose a ~ J \ {0}. Then 
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a J  -1  is an ideal of A. So 
PEC a P~C.  
P~C.  P~C a 
jA,") c ,a-'Jd," 
P~Ca P~C, ,  
(For the last equality, note the following. Since a ~ O, a ca ('In ~ N pn for 
some P ~ C~ and hence a is regular in ~,e. In fact, a is regular in every 
d, e0 such that P0 ~C~ and PoG-P.) Thus a j -1 j ( l~m_e~c~'e)  = 
a J - l (  1~_ e ~ G J-~' e). Multiplying both sides by a-  1j, we get J( 1~ e ~ cd '  1,) 
= l~e~cJA  'e. Note that Max(A 'e) = {)Ill'elM ~ Max(A) and M con- 
tains P} [f~[P1, Corollary 17(2)]. If J ~ M for any M ~ Max(C,), then 
j~.e =d,e  for all P ~ C,,, which implies that J ( l~_e~c~.4 'e) = 
l~e  ~ _~'P NOW Ca ° 
- -  ~ pEc  a / - -  p~co  ' P~C a ' 
a contradiction. Therefore, J G M for some M ~ Max(C~), i.e., P0 ---M. 
So P0 and P are comparable for some P ~ C~. If P0 --- P, then since C~ is 
a maximal chain in Spec(A)*, P0 ~ C~. Thus P ___ P0 for some P E C~. 
Let v be the valuation corresponding to Aeo. Then since P0 contains 
some P in C~, the C~-topology is the same as the Cv-topology (see 
Remark 4.8). As in Lemma 3.4, we can show that the Cv-topology is the 
same as the Z-topology on A. Hence A' G ___/~,~. Since by Theorem 4.4, 
/~'~ is the quotient field of ~eo '~, At, ° ___ A3~ ~ G/~'~. We give Aeo and 
AXe the su.~bspace topologies of K'~. Then taking the completions, we get 
A'~'~ '~e0 _c A~c_/~'~. Since /~'~ is the quotient field of ~e~e0 '~, A'N G is a 
valuation overring of A-'~~'~ Since by Corollary 4.5, Spec(~e~e0 '~) = P0 " 
{Q-~eo '~ I Q is a prime ideal of A contained in P0}, -4~v c° = A~'~ '~ 
P0 Q-~p0 '~' 
for some Q ___ P0. We claim that Q = P0- Let P be an arbitrary nonzero 
prime ideal of A contained in P0. Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, there 
exists a finitely generated ideal I of A such that p2__ I ___ P. So the 
P-adic topology coincides with the I-adic topology. Since I ~ vrf = P0, 
l "1  1 P there exists l > 1 such that I t G J. Therefore, 191' c JA' = JA' . Since I 
is finitely ~enerated, by [Na, Theorem 17.4], I~l ~'I = ~'/. Note that I ~'1 is 
I P open in A' [Bol, III.3.4, Proposition 7]. Since JA' is an ideal of ~,e 
containing an open set I/'Z(= I I 'e), JA'P is closed in ,~,e, i.e., j~,e = f ,e .  
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Therefore, 
~ PEC,~ P~C,~,Pc_P  o
= JA, = 
Pc  C~, Pc_P o P~ C~,, Pc_P o 
Since P0 2 ___ J _ P0, P0 z' c~ c_ J, c~ = j.~, co c_ P0 A' c~ ___ N. For each n ~ ~, 
we give A/P~ the quotient topology of (A, C~). Then by [Ma, Theorem 
8.1], 0 --, ~"~,co ~ i{,co ~ ~ is exact, so that .~,c , / -~,c ,  ._, A-7~o= - 
A /P~ naturally. Since the embeddin.gg is clearly onto, we have ~,c./"p'~,c~ 
-~ A/P~.  From this, it follows that P2o'C" is a ~o'C~-primary ideal since P~' 
is a P0-primary ideal of A, and so ~00' Co __ N. Now, again by [Ma, Theorem 
S.1], we have ~eo '~/P -~ro  'f '  --Aeo/P"Aeo aA/P"  __/~,c./'fi'~,c% and 
hence P-'~po '~ n ~{' c~ = ~'~, c% from which it follows that P--~o '~ n A^~ ° 
c_ (P--~e0 ':r~ n A, Co)A£ o = ~-'~,c~/~£~. Since NA~ o ~ ~0'c~A)~ - 
- P - -~o '~ (~/{~ and P---o~eo '~ is open in K '~,  NA~- is open in A~-. 
We give A~' /NA~ ~ the quotient opo l~ A)~- and then A~, /NA~ ~ 
has the discrete topology, so that A~Co/NA'NCo---A~o_.._/NA~ o naturally. 
From the exact sequence 0 --, N2' Co-, A'JL-  [Ma, Theorem 
8.1], we obtain the natural embedding A~/N.4 'Nco~ A~, /NA~% Since 
^C,, ^C ~ ^C ^C,~ the embedding i._._s clearly onto, A~ /NA~o= A~/NAT~(and it is a 
field). Thus NA~ c~ is the unique maximal ideal of~{~ co, i.e., N.4~ ~ = ~'~QAeo 
~p0':r°a-~oj~. Therefore, P0 = N fq A = N,4~ ~ rq A = N~{'N c~ N A 
n--7--, ~7"-,~o ~,~ = ~"e0 ~-e0 O---~0yo n A = QAeo c~ A = Q, where the last equality 
~,~ ~,~,  
follows from the fact that Aeo / QApo -- Apo/QAeo. Thus Po = Q. 
After all, A~= ~e0 '~. Now let R ~{~o. Since for each nonzero prime 
ideal P contained in Po, P~Ae--~o'~ n R = (P--'~po "~ n ,,~,Co)R = ff'~'CoR, 
{~'c~R I (0) 4; P ___ P0, n ~ M} is a base of zero neighborhoods in R. We 
claim that R is a valuation domain. It suffices to show that aR 0 R = aR 
for all a ~ R* since /~ is a valuation domain. The case when a is a unit 
being trivial, we may assume that a is a nonunit, i.e., a ~ NR. Since/~ is a 
Hausdorff complete space, n(0), e ~_ eoPnA1,-~o ' '= (0). Since /~ is a valua- 
tion domain, there exist a nonzero prime ideal P contained in P0 and 
n ~ ~ such that P -~0 '~ _C_C a/~. So P-'~'C~R = P"A?-~o'~' n R c al~ (q R. 
Since al~ (q R c__ n(o),Q~_eo, l~(aR + Qt'C"R), aR + ff~'C~R = aR 
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+ P"+I'C'~R . . . .  Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, there exists a 
finitely generated ideal I of A such that PZc  I c P. So I"R c_ P"R 
c_ P'~'C°R c_ pz-p~+l),c~ + aR ~ I-"~-~+l'C~R + aR = (In+lA'C~)R + aR = 
In+lR+aR.  Thus aR+InR=aR+In+lR  . . . .  . Let R=R/aR and 
-i-R= (IR + aR)/aR. Then/R  is a finitely generated ideal of .~, ]-RG J (R)  
= NR/aR,  and ]R" = ]~n + 1. BAy Nakayama's lemma,/-R" = {0}, i.e., I"R 
c_ aR. Thus al~ n R c_ aR + PZn'C~R caR + I"R = aR and hence a/~ n 
R = aR. | 
COROLLARY 7.2. Let N be a prime ideal of .4' c, such that N n A ~ (0). 
Then the following statements hoM. 
(1) N = ~oo'C", where Po = N n A, and Po contains ome P ~ C~. 
'~] A-'~. '~' (2) .d c~ = P0 ~ q.f.(~,Co), where q.f.(.d'c0 denotes the quo- 
tient fieM of A 'c. and v is the valuation corresponding toAeo. 
(3) Every prime ideal of ,4 "c~ contained in P'~o 'c" is of the form t ~,co, 
where P ~ Spec(A) and P c_ Po. 
(4) A~'s c" is an SFT valuation domain. 
Proof. (1) From the proof of Lemma 7.1, we have N = N,4ff ~ f3.4 'c° 
= N-xI'NC° n A ,~o = P-k-~o'~ n A, co = Po'% 
(2) Let  R = and = S ince ak  n R = aR for all 
a ~ R*, /~ n q.f. (R) o R. 
(3) By Corollary 4.5, Spec(~e0 '~)  = {P-~e/~'IP ~ Spec(A) con- 
tained in P0}, so that by (2) and [Gi, Theorem (19.16)], every prime ideal of 
~,co contained in ~0 'c° is of the form P-~eo '~ n ~,Co =/~,co, p ___ P0. 
(4) Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, Aeo is an SFT valuation 
domain and hence it is discrete, i.e., each branched prime ideal of Apo is 
not idempotent. (For the definition of "branched," see [Gi, p. 189].) Since 
A-'~'~' is a valuation domain with the value group by Theorem 4.4, P0 
~--~,s~o is also discrete, and hence by G~ --- G~, by [Gi, Exercise 22, p. 205], P0 ^ 
(2) and [Gi, Theorem (19.16)(b)], so is AX%. Now we claim that every 
nonzero prime ideal of the valuation domain .4 f -  is branched, i.e., it is 
the radical of a principal ideal [Gi, Theorem (17.3)], By (3), every nonzero 
prime ideal of A~-  is of the form /3'C~Ax% for some P ~ Spec(A)* such 
that p ___ P0. Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, there exists a finitely 
generated ideal J such that p2 ___ j _c P. In the pro. of of Lemma 7.1, we 
have shown that p2.C~ c_f,c~ = j_~,co c_ 19,co and pZ, C~ is a P'C--primary 
ideal of .~,c,, so that t;'C,A~'N co = j~S-c~. Since J is finitely generated 
and .4~o is a valuation domain, JA'N c~ is principal. So no nonzero prime 
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ideal of .~ff- is idempotent. Thus since every nonzero prime ideal of .A)~ 
is a radical of a finitely generated ideal and it is not idempotent, the 
conclusion follows from Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4. | 
Recall that J(C~) = f)M ~ Max(C,)M. Since in an h-local Priifer domain 
and the ring of entire functions, the condition J(C,) # {0} is obviously 
satisfied, we are naturally led to consider the SFT Priifer domain A with 
the condition J(C,) 4: {0} for all maximal chains in Spec(A)*. 
LEMMA 7.3. J(C~) 4= {0} if and only if there exists a prime ideal Po ~ C~ 
such that Po ~ J(C,). 
Proof. Assume that J(C~) 4= {0}. Since J(C~) = fqM ~ Max(Co)M, J(C,) 
is a nonzero radical ideal of A. Since A is an SFT Prfifer domain, by 
Proposition 2.1(2), J(C~) has only finitely many minimal prime divisors, say 
P1, P2 . . . . .  P~. By rearranging, we may assume that there exists k (1 < k < 
n) such that for i < k, Pi c M for some M ~ Max(C~) and for i > k, 
Pi ~= M for any M ~ Max(C~). Let /3- = {M ~ Max(C~)lM ___ Pi}, i = 
1 . . . .  , k. Then Max(C~) = U/k=a /3i. Choose M i ~/3i, i = 1,.. . ,  k. By the 
definition of Max(C~), M i ~ M~ for all i, j = 1, . . . ,  k. Since Pi ~ Mi for 
all i = 1,... ,  k, Pi ~Pi for all i , j  = 1, . . . ,  k. Therefore, there exists a 
prime ideal P0 ~ C~ such that P0 --- N/~= 1ei c_ ["lki= 1 ( NM ~ [3 i M) = 
NM ~ Max(C.) M = J(C,). ] 
LEMMA 7.4. I f J (C,) 4: {0}, then q.f.(~,c,) = Af~"(o). 
Proof. By Lemma 7.3, there exists a prime ideal P0 ~ C~ such that 
Po c_J(C,,). Recall that A,c. = AM~Max(C.)~'~M,C.,M (Lemma 6.3) and 
"~M 'c",M c_ ~eo'C°,eo. Choose a ~ P0 \ {0}. Then for each prime ideal P 
C~ contained in Po and for each M ~ Max(C.), 
aAP~o 'PAe° = a( ~ A e /PnAp ) = 1~__ a( Aeo/PnAeo )
' nE  ~] o °z  r~ E I'~ 
c_ l~  PoApo/P'Aeo = ~ PoAM/P'AM 
n~[~ n~Nl 
~ AM/PnAM = A"--~,eAM. 
nEN 
From this and Lemma 6.1, we have a'~e'c~,'o =-a(limvA ~c o-~e. 'PA~°) 
• -'7"-, PAeo = l~_pAro~C~,ea~Po C l~_p~c~,ec_poAM 'PAM = AM 'C~'M, m 
Max(C~). Now aAeo 'c~,'o c_ nM ~ Max(C )A'~M 'c°''~ = i{'c~, which implies that 
AACx~0, = A~-~'e0AC"'~°,,Col = Ae-'-~Co'@}" Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, Ae'~o' c~,~o 
= ~'~"'~eo (Lemma 3.4), where v is the valuation corresponding to Ae0. 
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Since by Theorem 4.4(6), q.f.(~e0 '~)  A ,~ = eoAe0\{0}, we conclude that 
q.f.('~po'C""o) = q.f.(A'C°) = A~C~{o). | 
THEOREM 7.5. Let A be an SFT Priifer domain such that J(C,) vs {0} for 
all maximal chains C a in Spec(A)*. Then 
(1) Spec(N 'c°) = {(0)} u {~0'C°lp0 is a prime ideal of A containing 
some P ~ C~} and Max(A 'c°) = {ltTl'C~[M ~ Max(Ca)}; 
(2) N~.co = ~"'~eo for every P'~o'C°~ Spec(A, Co) *, where v is the 
valuation corresponding to A eo; 
(3) N'c, is an SFT Prkfer domain; 
(4) N 'y is a Priifer ring. Moreover it is an SFT-ring if and only if 
[ll0f < o~, i.e., the number of independent valuation overrings of A is finite. 
Proof. Let N be a prime ideal of A'C- such that N n A = (0). Then 
NA^fQo~ is a prime ideal of A^fQo}. Since by Lemma 7.4, A '^xc,~{oj = q.f.(N 'ca), 
NAxC~]ol = (0), i.e., N = (0). Therefore, (1) and (2) immediately follow from 
Corollary 7.2 (for (2), note that A'~-~ '~e0 c_ q.f.(~e0 '~)  = N'f~co } as is shown 
in the proof of Lemma 7.4). 
(3) From (1) and (2), it follows that A'Co is a Priifer domain. Now let 
N be a nonzero prime ideal of N "c~. Then N=~0'c% Po=NnA 
(:~ (0)). Since A is an SFT Priifer domain, there exists a finitely generated 
ideal J such that p2 _c J c P0. In the p...rroof f Lemma 7.1, we have shown 
that ~02' ca _c J, co = JN, co _ ~0,c~ and p~,C~ is a ff'0'C~-primary ideal, so that 
~00 ' c°= ~ .  Since by Corollary 7.2(4), Nf~ is an SFT valuation 
domain, NNfo ~ (NA}(o) 2. This implies N ~ N 2, i.e., ~0'c~ (~0'co 2. 
Then by Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4, N 'c~ is an SFT Priifer domain. 
(4) By Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 4.7, N '~= N 'g ---- FIe ~ hA 'ca. Since 
each A' ca is a Priifer domain, by Proposition 4.9, N '9" is a Priifer ring. 
Now for the second claim, consider the ideal E~ ~ A N'c° of I-I~ ~ A~I ^'c°, 
where A is the index set for a representing family of the independent 
maximal chains in Spec(A)*, i.e., {C~}~ A is a collection of representatives 
of the equivalence classes of W. Note that by Remark 4.8, IA[ = I~0l. For 
each element x ~ rI~ ~ A ~'c~, write x = FI~ ~ Axe. If F ,  ~ A N'ca is an SFT 
ideal, then there exist a finitely generated ideal (x 1 . . . .  , x~) _ E~ ~ A-~ 'c~ 
and a positive integer k such that x k ~ (x I . . . .  , x,)  for all x ~ E~ ~ AA'C% 
Since x i ~ E~A N'c", there exists a finite subset A i of A such that 
x i ~ = 0 for all a ~ A ~ A i. Therefore, x~ = 0 for all x ~ E~ ~ AN'c% a 
' n C a A \ O~= a A~. Since A" is an integral domain, this implies that x~ = 0 
for all x ~ E ,  ~ A N'c", a ~ A \ Ui"-- 1 Ai- This is impossible if A ~ Ui"= 1 Ai. 
Thus in order that I - /~A N'co is an SFT ring, we must have IA] < 00. 
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Conversely, assume that ]A] < 0% say A = {a a . . . . .  a~}. Then A.3- = A,~- 
_ A, co 1 ~ ... ~ ,~,co,. Since by (3), j~,c., is an SFT Priifer domain and 
every prime ideal of  A '~ is of the form ~,ca~ ~ ... ~A,c,,,_~ ~ Qi ~ 
.~,c.,+ 1 ~ ... ~ .~,c,,, where Qi is a prime ideal of  ,~,c% A,~r is an SFT ring 
by Proposit ion 2.1(1). | 
For  an integral  domain  A and a pr ime ideal P of  A ,  
A~X1, . . . ,  X,,~e+(x~ ..... x,) ~ ApeX1 . . . . .  X ,~ unless e is the unique maxi- 
mal ideal of  A. Interestingly it turns out that 
. . . . .  X l  - - a , )  
= ApeX 1 . . . .  , X . ) / (Xa  - a 1 . . . . .  X .  - a . )  
for all a l , . . .  , a .  ~ A provided that A is an SFT Priifer domain. First we 
show that for an SFT Priifer domain A and a~ . . . . .  a .  ~ A, A,(a~ ..... ~.) ___- 
A~X~, . . . ,  X .~/ (X  1 - a a . . . . .  X .  - a.) ,  which is well known in the case 
when A is a Noetherian domain. 
THEOREM7.6. Let  A be an SFT  Priifer domain and a 1 . . . . .  a.  ~ A .  Then 
the (a 1 . . . . .  a.)-adie completion A'(~a ..... ~.) o f  A is isomorphic to the ring 
A~XI , . . . ,  Xn~/ / (X l  - a I . . . . .  X n - an). 
Proof. Since by [Na, Theorem 17.5], 
A '<al . . . . .  an) ~- A~X 1 . . . .  , Xn~/ / (X l  - al , . . . ,  a. ) ,  
where (X  1 - a I . . . . .  X .  - a . )  is the closure of the ideal (X  1 - aa . . . .  , X .  
- a . )  in AEXI , . . . ,  X .~ with respect to the (X  1 . . . . .  X.)-adic topology, it 
suffices to show that 
Since 
we have 
(S  1 - -  a l , . . . ,X  n - an) = (X  1 - a 1 . . . . .  S n - an) .  
(X  1 - a 1 . . . .  ,X~ - a~) 
o~ 
= N ( (X1-a l  . . . .  ,Xn -an)  "k- (X1 , . . . ,Xn)  m) 
m=] 
-- ('] ( (X  1 -a  I . . . .  ,X  n -a . )  + (a  1 . . . .  , a . )m) ,  
m=l 
(S  1 -a l , . . .  , s  n - an) l (  X 1 - a l , . . .  , sn  -an)  
oz 
= N (a l  . . . . .  an)m(A~X1,  ' ' ' ,  Xn~/ / (X1  - -  al . . . . .  Xn - an))" 
m=l  
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So it suffices to show that ( ')~n=l(al, . . . ,  an)m(A{X l  . . . .  , Xn] / / (X  1 -a l ,  
. . . .  X n - an)) = {0}. We will use induction on n. The case n = 1 is clear 
by [GS, Proposit ion 3.4]. Suppose 
o0 
N (a l  . . . .  , an -1)m(A~Xl  . . . . .  Xn - l~] / (X l  - ax . . . . .  Xn -x  - an- l ) )  
m=l  
= {0} 
Now we consider 
ac 
N (a l  . . . .  , an)m(A~Xl  . . . . .  Xn ' ] / (X l  - a l  . . . . .  Xn  - an) ) "  
m = l  
Let R = AE X 1 . . . .  , Xn] ] / (  X 1 - a I . . . . .  X n - a , ) .  Then 
R ~ (AEX I~/ (X  1 - a l ) ) [ rx  2 . . . . .  Xn~/ (X  2 -- a 2 . . . . .  X n - an)  
= ~,(al ) [X 2 . . . . .  Xn~/ (X2  - a 2 . . . . .  Xn  - an) .  
If  a I = 0, then since A ~'(~0 = A ,  R ~- A [ [Xz , . . . ,  Xn l / (X  z - a z . . . .  , X n - 
an). Therefore, by induction hypothesis, the conclusion follows. I f  a a is a 
unit in A,  then X 1 -a  1 is also a unit in A[ [X  1 . . . . .  Xn~,  which implies 
R = {0}. In this case, clearly n m= l(al . . . . .  an) '~R = {0}. So we may assume 
that a I is a nonzero nonunit element in A. Let {Pa . . . . .  Pk} be the set of 
minimal prime divisors of a lA .  Then ~,(a,) _=_ ~,e,  ~ ... ~ ~,ek (see [KP1, 
Theorem 15]). Therefore, 
R --- A 'P l~X 2 . . . . .  Xn] ] / (X  2 - a 2 . . . .  ,X  n - an)  • "." 
A 'ek [  X 2 . . . . .  X ,~/ (  X z - a 2 . . . . .  X ,  - an) .  
To prove nm=l (a l  . . . . .  an)mR = {0}, it suffices to show that 
n~=l (a l  . . . . .  a , )m(A 'e ' [Xz ,  . : . ,  X ,1 / (X2  - a2 , . . . ,  X ,  - an)) = {0} ^ for 
P~ Pz all i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k. Note that A'  is an SFT Priifer domain with Spec(A' ) 
= frO)} u {O'eqQ ~ Spec(A) and Q ~_ Pi} ([KP1, Theorem 15 and Corol- 
lary 17], where the proof  of Corollary 17 is also valid for the infinite- 
dimensional case). Therefore, by induction hypothesis, A '  e~vX ., xn] /  
- . . . . .  Xn  -- a , )  ---- A . . . . .  
Case  I.  (a 2 . . . .  , an)A  'P~ = {0). Then 
m=l 
oo 
= n (al, a.) A 
m=l 
m=l m=l m=l 
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since -4' el is complete with respect to the linear topology determined by 
{Pi ' ' '~' Pi}m ~ N" 
Case II. (a2, . . . ,  an. ).~,v~ = ~,ei. Then A' P~'(a2 ..... a,)~4.~i = {0} and hence 
Nm = 1 (a l  . . . . .  an)mtt, Pi'(a2 . . . . .  an)A, vi = {0}. 
Case I lL (a 2 . . . .  , an)A  'e' is a nonzero proper ideal of ~,ei. Since ~,e, 
i s  an  SFT  Pr i i fe r  domain, A 'e,'(a2 .. . . . .  n)A 'P~ _~ ~]~ ... ~ A .  pi, Q,kl 'P', 
where ~1 . . . . .  ~,k, , is the set of minimal prime divisors of 
(a 2 . . . . .  a,).A' e,. Note that Qij ~ Spec(A) and Qii 2 Pi ~ al for all i = 
1 ,2 , . . . , k ;  and j = 1,2 , . . . , k  r Therefore, Om=l(a l , . . . ,an)m~z l 'e i 'Q i ]e ic  
fqm=xQ~A 'e,'O';~' ~ Nm=l, .~i  j ~. ~-- {0} since A'e"°'/~i is complete 
with respect o the linear topology determined by {(~-~/e,)m.~ E' '}m ~ N"This 
implies that f'lm= l(al, . . ,  "m'~-'-~ (az an)A't'i • a n) A' ~ . . . . . .  = {0}. Thus the conclusion 
follows. I 
Next we provide an equivalent condition for an SKI" Priifer domain to be 
analytically irreducible (with respect o a given ideal-adic topology). 
COROLLARY 7.7. Let A be an SFT  Priifer domain and a 1 . . . . .  a,  ~ A.  
Then 
(1) (X  1 - a 1 . . . . .  X n - a n) is a prime ideal o f  A [X  1 . . . .  , Xn~ i f  and 
only if ~/( a l , . . . ,  an) is a prime ideal o f  A.  
(2 )  (X  1 - a I . . . .  , X,  - a n) is a radical ideal orA lS  1 . . . . .  Sn~. 
Proof. (1) follows from Theorem 7.6 and [KP1, Theorem 15]. Since by 
[KP1, Theorem 15], A'(~ . . . . .  an) is a direct product of a finite number of 
SFT Priifer domains, (2) follows from (1). | 
PROPOSITION 7.8. Let A be an SFT  Prh'fer domain, P be a prime ideal 
o f  A ,  and a I . . . . .  a n ~ A.  Then A[X1 , . . . ,  X~]e+(x ~ x . ) / (X1  - -  a I . . . . .  
X ,  - a, )  -- Av[X1  . . . . .  Xn~/ (X  1 - a I . . . .  , X ,  - an): .... 
Proof If (a l , . . . ,  a n) ~ P, then both sides are {0}. So we may assume 
that (a I . . . . .  a n) __ P. If P = (0), then both sides are K, the quotient field 
of A. So we may assume that P 4: (0). Note 
A[[X1, . . . ,  Xn]e+(x, ..... xn)l(  X l  - a I . . . . .  X n - an) 
( A [X I ' ' ' "Xn l  ) 
. . . . . .  "Xnn-- an p+(x  1 . . . . .  Xn)/(Xl--a 1 ..... Xn-an) Xl  - a l , . . . ,  
~ ' , (a  1 . . . . .  an) 
~, (a l , . . . ,a  n ) 
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by Theorem 7.6. Let {P1 . . . . .  Pk} be the set of minimal prime divisors of 
(a 1 . . . . .  a,,) and P~ ___ P. Then by [KP1, Theorem 15], ~,(a~ ..... ~,) _~,e~ 
• "" ~A  ^ ;P~ and ~,(a~ ...... ,) = eA, (a l  . . . . .  an) = pA",?~ ~ pA",?2 ~ ... ~ p,~,t,, 
_=/;,e~ ~ A,e~ ~ ... • A'J'~ (note that P,. ~ e and P ff£ Pi for all i=  
~,(a i  ..... an) ^,P, 2,. . . ,  k, so that P + P /= A). Therefore, .,~:.~o~ ....... ~ = A:,,.I. On the other 
hand, ApeX 1 . . . . .  Xn~/(X  1 - a l , . . . ,  X,, - an)  -~ ~pp '(al ..... an)Ap ~- ~pp 'P1AP 
by Theorem 7.6 and the fact that A e is an SFT Priifer domain. Thus to 
prove the proposition, it suffices to show that AeP~ = ~ee' elA,. Following 
Arnold's notation, put ~'(P1) := Nm=I_P~, which is the prime ideal of A 
just below Pj, and let X = A/~(P1) ,  Pt_ = P~/~(P1) ,  and P = P/~'~(P1). 
Note that A is an SFT Priifer domain, PI is a height 1 prime ideal of A, 
^,e~ ~x~,andA-"~,eiA~ _ ~p, piA~. 
Therefore, we may assume that P1 is a height 1 prime ideal of A. Let C~ 
be a maximal chain in Spec(A)* containing P1. Then clearly _~,c, = ~,Pl 
and hence by Theorem 7.5, A)~P.h = ~p, elAe. Now the conclusion follows. 
! 
8. ~-PRUFER RING 
Mockor [Mo] introduced the notion of an ~-Priifer ring. He defined an 
5r-Priifer ring to be a commutative ring R with identity and the total 
quotient ring T(R)  in which, for every maximal regular ideal M of R, 
(RIM], [M]R[M]) is a valuation pair associated with a valuation w on T(R)  
such that w is continuous in 5r,, where 9- is a topology on the ring T(R).  
Again, let A be a Priifer domain with quotient field K and let ~ be the 
family of nontrivial valuations on K which are nonnegative on A and put 
J=  sup{~wlw ~ 12}. If (/(':~,~w) and (/~,:r, ff-) are the completions of 
(K, Jw) and (K , J ) ,  respectively, we denote by ~, and ff the continuous 
extensions of w on K ':~ and K J ,  respectively. It is well known that ff is a 
valuation on the field /~,:w and ~w = ~ (Theorem 4.4). In [Mo], Mockor 
proved that ff is a (Manis) valuation on / ( ' :  for any w ~ 12 and that 
Y-= sup(~[w ~ 12}. 
Mockor [Mo] asked if there exists a Prfifer domain A such that -4 is not 
a ~--Priifer ring or such that ~,3- is a Priifer ring but not a ff:-Priifer ring. 
In this section, we answer Mockor's question by constructing some exam- 
ples. We show that (1) the completion A':rof an h-local Priifer domain is a 
~--Priifer ring ¢* [Max(A)l < 0% (2) the completion /~,9- of the ring E of 
entire functions is not a ff:-Priifer ring, (3) the completion /~,9- of a 
Dedekind domain is a ~--Priifer ring ~ ISpec(D)l < ~, and (4) the com- 
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pletion A ' :  of an SFT Priifer domain with J(C~) ~ {0} for all maximal 
chains C a is a ~--Priifer ring ** there exist only finitely many indepen- 
dent valuation overrings of A. In the cases (1), (3), and (4), every nonmini- 
mal prime ideal of / i  ; J  is of the form / ; J ,  where P is a nonzero prime 
ideal of A. To show these, we begin with quoting Mockor's result. 
THEOREM 8.1 [Mo, Theorem 14]. Let A be a Priifer domain. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) / i  "• is a ff-Priifer ring. 
(2) Every maximal regular ideal of A '~ is open in .,4'J and R~ -- 
(A':w)e(~) for every w ~ ll, where P(~)  is the center of Re, on A' : ' .  
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let A be an h-local Priifer domain, the ring of entire 
functions, or an SFT Priifer domain such that J(C~) ~ {0} for all maximal 
chains C a in Spec(A)*. Then R~ = -~'e~) for every w ~ fl. 
Proof. Let A be an h-local Priifer domain. Since A ~ R w c_ K, .~,~w 
___ ~w ':~ --- R~ ___/~'~w. By Theorem 5.1, _~':~ = ~'~Mo ':~0, where M 0 is the 
unique maximal ideal of A containing P(w) and w 0 is the valuation 
corresponding to AM0. By applying Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4(6) to AM0 
with f~0(AM0) = {w} and l)0(AM0) = {w0}, we deduce 
Thus since /~ '~rw is the quotient field of / i ' : - ,  R~ is an overring of the 
valuation domain/~,:w, and so R~ = .4)~:~). 
Now let E be the ring of entire functions. Then by Theorem 6.4, I~ 's~w 
= E-~M0 ':w0, where M 0 is the unique maximal ideal of A containing P(w) 
and w 0 is the valuation corresponding to EM0. From the same argument as 
" ^ Jw above, it follows that R~ = Ej;~). 
The case when A is an SFF Priifer domain follows directly from 
Theorems 4.4(5) and 7.5(2). | 
Thus in an h-local Priifer domain, the ring of entire functions and an 
SFT Priifer domain such that J (C~)~ {0} for all maximal chains in 
Spec(A)*, the second condition in Theorem 8.1(2) is satisfied. Therefore, 
to determine whether A ' :  is a ff:-Priifer ring, it suffices to check whether 
every maximal regular ideal of ~,:r is open in A'~. 
LEMMA 8.3. Let A be a Priifer domain and let 1~ o be a representing family 
of the independent valuations in 1). Assume that each nonzero element a of A 
is a nonunit in A':w for on!y finitely many w s in 1) o. Then if If~01 = ~,  A' :  
is not a J'--P~fer ring. 
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Proof. Recall that A~'~- = I-I w ~ n :4  '~'~ (Proposition 4.6). Note that if 
~{'~- is a proper ideal of I-Iw n0-~ '~.  Since w is a [ l lo[ = ~, then E~ ~ n0 
nontrivial valuation on K, A':~^is an integral domain which is not a field. 
(Note that A':~ c_ ~ ':~ ~_ K '~r~ and P(wiAe(~)  ':~ nA = P(w).)  For 
each w ~ fl0, choose a nonzero nonunit element a~ in .4'~. Then 
w~12 ° o aw w w~D o 
For otherwise, there " S^~w exist I-Iwanoxw ~ Ew~aoA'  and I-Iwanoy w 
Flw ~ a0~,i':w such that 1 = FIw ~ a0Xw + (FI~ ~ a0a~XFl~  a0Yw)" Since xw 
= 0 for almost all (that is, for all but a finite number of) w ~ ft 0, 
awy ~ = 1 for almost all w ~ l~ 0. This contradicts our choice of aw'S. 
Now let N be a maximal ideal of A ' :  containing E~a0 + 
(Hw ~ a0aw). Since FIw ~ a0a,, is a regular element of .~'J, N is a regular 
maximal ideal of A'~. Now we claim that Ew ~ a0 A's~w + (rI~ ~ a0 a) =-4 ' :  
for all a ~ A \ {0}. Let {Wl, w2 . . . .  , w,} be the finite subset of l~ 0 consist- 
ing of those elements w such that a is a nonunit in l i , : - .  For each w ~= wi, 
let b~ be the inverse of a in ,~,zw. Put x = FIw e aoXw, where x w = bw for 
w --/: w i, xw, = 0 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and y = I-Iw ~ aoYw, where Yw = 0 for 
w --/: w i, y~, = 1 for i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n. Then x ~ l-Iw E a ~,s-w, y 
Ew~a0A'~,  and y +x(F lw~n0a)= 1. Therefore, NnA =/0).  If N is 
open in A' : ,  then N n A is also open in A, but since (0) is not open in A, 
N is not open in A ~':. Then by Theorem 8.1, ~,s~ is not a ~--Priifer ing. | 
THEOREM 8.4. Let A be an h-local Priifer domain. Then .,~,: is a ~--Priifer 
ring if and only if JMax(A)[ < oo. 
Proof. Note that lI 0 = {w ~ l~ lw is the valuation corresponding to 
AM, Mw ~ Max(A)} is a representing family of the independent valuations 
in ~. By Theorem 5.1, A,:r, ~ ' . s~ and by Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 
Mw 
4.5, )-'~.. ':~ is a valuation domain with the maximal ideal M---~Mw ':w. Since Mw 
M----f'~M~ ":~ n A = Mw, each nonzero element a of A is a nonunit in .,i':~ 
for only finitely many w's in II 0. So by Lemma 8.3, the "only if" part 
follows. 
Now assume that Max(A) = {g 1 . . . . .  gn}. Then A':'-= A ' :~  • ... 
~,9",,, where w~ is the valuation corresponding to A M , j = 1, 2 . . . .  , n. Let 
• ^ ^J  
N be a (regular) maximal ideal of A '~. Then N = A' : , ,  • ... • A'~*~-~ 
N, • ~,:r,,+~ • "" • .4':*,, where N. is a maximal ideal of A':*~ Note that ~t ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^,~. .  " ^ j . .  
Ai~ 1 -- K , :~  ~ ... ~ K,:~, -, ~ A~,  • K,:w,+~ • ... • K'  ~, and A~:, = 
A':;, .  By the same argument as in 'Proposition 4.6 (or see [Mo, Lemma 8]), 
we can show that / ( '~-- /~,:r~ ... ~/~,:~,. Let vi: I~ ' :=  I-I]_1I~,:% 
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Gw~ tJ {~} be given by x = (x l , . . . ,  x , )~ wi(xi). Then vi is a (Manis) 
valuation on K ' :  and a continuous extension of w;. So v~ = ~.  Since 
R,, = I~,:,~ ~ ... ~ I(':-~-, • R~ e I('I-~÷i • ... • I(,:~,, which is equal 
wi 
to AtN l, and v~ = ffi is continuous in ~, , /1 ' :  is a ~--Priifer ing• | 
Since every Dedekind domain is an h-local Priifer domain, from the 
above theorem, we obtain 
COROLLARY 8•5. Let A be a Dedekind domain. Then A ' :  is a ~--Prfifer 
ring if and only if A has only finitely many prime ideals. 
THEOREM 8.6. Let E be the ring of entire functions. Then l~': is a Prit'fer 
ring but not a ~--Pritfer ing. 
Proof Let II 0 = {w ~ l i (E )  I P(w) ~ Max(E)}, ~'~1 = {W E ~c~ 0 I P(w) 
is a maximal fixed ideal}, and f~2 = {w ~ f~0 IP(w) is a maximal free 
• ^ ^ ^ 
ideal}. Since llo -~" ~'~1 I.) ~-~2, E'Ja-~ I-Iw~ll E'"~w = (I-Iw~ll E' Jw) ~ 
(Iqw ~ a2/~'3"w) (Proposition 4•6). Recall that {(X 0___ a)l a ~ C} is the set of 
all fixed maximal ideals of E and for each f ~ E \ {0}, Z( f ) ,  which is the 
set of zeros of f ,  is a countable discrete set with no limit point in the open 
complex plane [Gi, p. 146]. Let I = {I]w~a,y w ~ I - I~ /~ '~wly~ = 0 ex- 
cept for countably many w's}. Then since 11111 = c, where c is the cardinal 
number of the continuum, I is a proper ideal of FIw ~ ~/~':~. For each 
w ~ 111, let P(w) = (X  - o~), a w ~ C. Then clearly I + (Flw ~ a (X  - 
aw)) ~ l-Iw ~ ff,~r~. Let N be a maximal ideal of l-lw ~ ~/~,9-~ containing 
I + (1-Iw~a~(X- aw)). Since F Iw~a~(X-  aw) is a regular element of 
1--Iw ~ ~/~':~, N is regular. Since for each f ~ E \ {0}, Z( f )  is a countable 
1 ^'~-w set, f is a nonunit in E' only for countably many w s in l i  I and hence as 
in Lemma 8•3, we can show that I + (I-Iw ~ a~f) = Flw ~ a~/~' for all 
f ~ E \ {0}. This implies that N n E = (0). Let N O = N $ (FIw ~ ~ E'9~). 
Then N O is a regular maximal ideal o f /~ ' :  such that N o n E = (0) ~. Then 
by Theorems 8.1 and 6.4,/~'~ is a Priifer ring which is not a ~-Priifer ring• 
I 
THEOREM 8.7. Let A be an SFT Prfifer domain such that for each 
maximal chain C a in Spec(A)*, J(C~) ~ {0}. Then ~,9- is a J:-Prfifer ring if 
and only if II]0l < oo. 
Proof. For each w ~ 110, let P(w)  be the center of R w on A. As in 
Remark 4.8, let C w be a maximal chain in Spec(A)* containing P(w). 
Then since A is an SFT Priifer domain, ~,:w =/ f ,  cw for all w ~ II 0 
(Lemma 3.4)• Since J(C w) ~ {0}, Spec(/ l  'c~) = {(0)} W {~0'C~lP0 contains 
some P ~ Cw} by Theorem 7.5. Note that ~o 'c~ ¢] A = P0. Now let a be a 
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nonzero element of A. Since A is an SFT ring, (a) has only finitely many 
minimal prime divisors, say /°1 . . . . .  P, (Proposition 2.1). For each i, let 
w~ ~ 120 be the valuation such that P~ ~ P(w~). We claim that a is a unit in 
A' c~ for all w ~ w~. Assume the contrary. Then a is a nonunit in .,~' c~ for 
some w ~ w i and hence a ~ ~,c~ for some hTl 'cw ~ Max(A'cO. Since 
a ~ M --- 5~I 'c, n A ,  Pi c_ M for some i. This implies that P /~ M. More- 
over since M ~ P(w),  P(wi)  ~ P(w).  By the definition of ~0, w = w i, a 
contradiction. Therefore, by Lemma 8.3, the "only if" part follows. 
Now let ~0 = {Wl , - " ,  Wn}" Since J (Cw)  ~ {0} for all j -- 1, . . . ,  n, /('~'~ 
= q.f.(A'C~) by Lemma 7.4. Let iV/ be a maximal ideal of ~,c,,. Then by 
Theorem 7.5(2), N~. = 3~t,c~ where M = N/n  A and A~,  = A"-M '~  = g~.  
Wi 
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 8.4 allows us to conclude 
that A'~" is a ff=Priifer ing. | 
Remark 8.8. (1) It is easy to see that the collection {J(C,)}~ ~A is 
independent of a particular epresenting family {C,}~  A of the maximal 
chains in Spec(A)*. Then what matters in Theorem 8.7 is whether there 
exists a representing family {C,,}~ A of the maximal chains in Spec(A)* 
such that J (C~) ~ {0} for each a ~ A. 
(2) Facchini's existence theorem (Theorem 2.5) and Lemma 7.3 pro- 
vide a lot of SFT Priifer domains atisfying the various conditions uch as 
J(C~) -- {0}, J(C.) ~ {0}, 11201-- co, and rl~01 < ~. 
(3) Since every Dedekind domain is just a one-dimensional SFT Priifer 
domain, Corollary 8.5 also follows from Theorem 8.7. 
(4) Let A be a h-local Priifer domain, the ring of entire functions, or 
an SFT Priifer domain such that J (C~) ~ {0} for all maximal chains C~ in 
Spec(A)*. In each case, we can see that Spec(_~JO = {(0)} U 
{/~'~r~lP ~ Spec(A)* such that P ~ P(w)}, w ~ 12 (Corollary 4.5, Theorem 
5.1, Theorem 6.4, and Theorem 7.5). Since by Proposition 4.6, .4'~---- 
I-I w ~ a0_~ 'f~, if I1) 01 < ~, then we can easily describe Spec(A '~) as follows. 
Let 120 = {wl . . . . .  w~}. Then Spec(.~ '3") = {.4'J~ • ..- • .4,J~-, • Q • 
.4,~,+~ • ... • A.3"~,IQ ~ Spec(.4'~r-,), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. Let Q 
Spec(A'9~,) *. Then Q =/ ; '~ ,  for some P E Spec(A)* such that P ~ 
P(wi). By the definition of 12o, P "* P(wi)  for all j v~ i, and so/~,3-~j = _~,9-~j 
for all j ~ i. Therefore, A '~ • ... ¢ ~,9-~_, ¢ Q ¢ _~,:%., ¢ ... ¢ .~,~, 
= FIT=I/~'J~ - /~'~. Thus every nonminimal prime ideal of .~,~r is of the 
form /~'~, where P is a nonzero prime ideal of _.4. However, for the case 
IO01 = ~, we have been unable to describe Spec(A'~). 
We could neither describe Spec(_~ '3") when A is an SFT Priifer domain 
such that J(C,~) = {0} for all C~ ~ ~, nor Spec(A'C0, and we do not know 
if ~,:r is a PriJfer ring. 
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